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In the great green labThere was a laserAnd a lab notebook And a picture of Einstein with a stern

look It's been a long day at the lab for this scientist. Now it's time to say good night!Goodnight

laserGoodnight notebookGoodnight picture of Einstein with a stern lookWhile poking fun at the

clutter and chaos of lab life, scientists of all ages will appreciate ending their day with this sweet

parody. They'll be rested and ready to return to the world of research in the morning!
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"With illustrations and a structure reminiscent of Margaret Wise Brown's classic, Goodnight Lab is

sure to be a hit with both STEM-minded families and fans of Goodnight Moon alike. " - 

Brightly.com"A spot-on parody of everybody's favorite bedtime story-and scientists of all ilk will

appreciate the nuances. Step into the Great Green Lab tonight!" -  BN Kids Blog"Goodnight Lab had

us laughing so much and had our children interested from beginning to end. Our four year old

wondered out loud who "Einstein?" was Thank you Goodnight Lab! Our budding young scientists

learned quickly that life as a scientist can be very stressful. This adorable parody had us grinning

from ear to ear but our younger children taking saying good night to the lab very seriously.This book

hilariously points out the mess and chaos of lab life but helps children learn a little more of life in a



lab.Say goodnight to the lab with your kids so they can begin another day in the world of research

the next morning! The bright pictures keep your child engaged with this adorable story and parents

laughing at this scientific parody." -  TheBabySpot.CA

Chris Ferrie is an award-winning physicist and is the senior lecturer for Quantum Software and

Information at the University of Technology Sydney. He has a Masters in Applied Mathematics,

BMath in Mathematical Physics and a PhD in Applied Mathematics. He lives in Australia with his

wife and children.

My husband's favorite childhood book was "Goodnight Moon" and he was looking forward to seeing

this parody. It was subpar in story and illustrations and he felt the author was really stretching it a bit

to try and get the rhyming down. We ended up sending it back.

Hysterical, adorable... both my grandson and his parents love the book. He will grow up smart and

sassy. This book is for children without "talking" down to them. Just a lot of fun for everyone. We

have many scientists in our family and at the party where this was give they were all reading it out

loud and laughing with the book.

I wish I could like this but they use the same drawing for the lab over and over again. I feel they

could word a few things differently to make the text smoother. I would skip this book

So cute!

Who hasn't read Goodnight Moon? I think most readers have come across it in their lifetime. Do I

dare say it's a classic children's literature? This was a cute scientific parody of Goodnight Moon.A

fun look around the room and the objects inside with a great picture and quote of Einstein hanging

on the wall. We even get an "old professor" peeking into the room at one point. Then after we've

been shown the room we get to say goodnight to everything.Great tribute to the original illustrations

and feel of Goodnight Moon! A fun nostalgic feeling for sure with a new story sure to be enjoyed by

many! There's just something about that green, yellow and red color scheme that brings back happy

memories of reading this when I was younger as well as to my children and friend's children. Great

memories!I received a copy from the publisher, SOURCEBOOKS Jabberwocky, via NetGalley. All

thoughts and opinions in the review are my own.Happy Reading!!!



As Chris Ferrie showed us in General Relativity for Babies, he believes it's never too early to

introduce scientific concepts to children. Goodnight, Lab follows the pattern of the age-old classic

picutre book Goodnight, Moon, naming items around a scientific laboratory.The budding scientist

will be introduced to--and can say goodnight to--new friends like Albert Einstein and a "grumpy old

professor shouting 'publish.'" Other new "friends" include the ammeter, the voltmeter, the

thermometer, the spectrometer, the liquid nitrogen, the compressed air, and the laser.This isn't a

great book with great art. But it's cute. Scientists will love it, and will love to read it to their

kids.Thanks to NetGalley and the publisher for the complimentary electronic review copy!

'Goodnight Lab: A Scientific Parody' by Chris Ferrie is similar to a famous children's book. I've read

a couple of these, and this one is not too bad.Life as a scientist can be tiring. The scientist in this lab

starts her night by bidding goodnight to the items around her. There are lasers and notebooks and a

picture of a famous scientist. There are other items too.It is a clever enough concept. This book

mimics the color scheme of the original, but the digital drawings just lack some warmth.I received a

review copy of this ebook from Sourcebooks Jabberwocky, and NetGalley in exchange for an

honest review. Thank you for allowing me to review this ebook.

I'm a parent and a scientist =this book just makes me smile and smile. I've shared with all my

parent-scientist peers. Well done!
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